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TOOL 4.1: Urban Platform Brainstorming 

A meeting at the city level to decide whether the city wants to launch a dedicated local 

platform for diffusing NBS and Clever Cities or not. Pro and cons have to be frankly put on 

the table. Resources to be activated, maintenance and legacy of the platform have to be 

introduced. 

What 

Topic 
A tool to support the decision making about the establishment of the 

local platform. 

PRODUCT 
 A table that lists all the key elements to support the 

decision. 

Why 
To ensure that an informed and shared evaluation of the need for a platform is 

carried out at this very early stage 

Who- With Whom 

This is meant to be an internal activity for the Clever Cities FR city partnership. As 

an option, you might already involve key stakeholders at the FR cities, for instance 

public officers on data management and communication.  

How 

A brainstorming meeting with the above-mentioned participants (there is no limit to 

the number of attendees, but up to 10 persons is manageable). Produced by a 

project assistant with access to stakeholder information. 

PREPARATION Moderate difficulty to prepare the activity 

Duration 

2 hours long meeting plus 2 hours preliminary work: collection and elaboration of 

relevant information through requests to be sent out to the participants and 

collected before the meeting. 

Materials Needed 
 The list of project partners and stakeholders to be invited. 

 The Brainstorming Table on the basis of the template provided here 

CARRYING OUT THE ACTIVITY  

Before starting… 

 Brainstorming activities have alternative ways: if your city prefers using a previously mentioned activity 

or alternative methods, this might be the case; this is very a flexible tool. It is only important to adjust and 

achieve the objectives! 

 Make sure to have the relevant key persons at the table. Do not waste time and get decision makers 

from scratch! 
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Preliminary work 

Before holding the meeting, in order to make it effective and orient the collaborative activities to offer, a 

preliminary data gathering among the intended attendees recommended. Specifically: 

 The facilitator agrees with the FR city coordination the people to invite. An internal workshop with Clever 

Cities local partners only is suggested at this stage. 

 The facilitator invites participants and contextually sends out a request for gathering information via 

email. Suggested queries to be sent in the form of a table or an online survey, find them in templates 

hyperlink 

 The facilitator collects and elaborates the results of the preliminary survey, to be used and discussed in 

the meeting. 

Meeting – collaborative activity 

During the meeting the facilitator should address four main topics: First, if you decide to explore the 

establishment of a dedicated local platform, which should be its main specific aims? Second, list a series of 

resources and assets available to you to support the establishment of a new platform; third, identify synergies 

and modalities of collaboration with other initiatives and partners to promote NBSs at the city level; fourth, on the 

basis of existing local resources and overlapping activities, decide if you want to go for a new platform. 

 Before answering the questions if we need a novel platform or not, participants first brainstorm on the 

scope(s) of the platform. Start from the results of the survey you sent out to participants and prioritize 

the order of scopes. Report the list on the first column of the table of point 4 below.  

 list a series of resources and assets available to the FR city to enable the platform to run. In 

particular, try to complete the following hypothetical sentences: 

 “if we decide to go for a local platform…” 

 … it will be co-designed by… 

 … it will be produced by… 

 … it will gain content through… 

 … it will get valuable contributions by …  

 … it will be run, populated and maintained by … 

 … it will continue running beyond Clever Cities due to … 

 Explore synergies and form of collaboration with other stakeholders and initiatives. Are similar 

platforms, initiatives (including events, alliances, strategies) already available in the local context? 

On the basis of the survey, a number of relevant or overlapping platforms are put on the table. This 

information can be prepared by the facilitator on the basis of the preliminary survey sent out to workshop 

attendees. Do we add something new or different to those? Can we do better? If yes, why and how? Do 

we better look for collaborations and synergies with them instead of replicating activities? And if, what 
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can we offer them and what can they get from us? A summary table for each initiative would facilitate the 

discussion and reporting. 

Initiative title ………………………………………… 

Compare and evaluate activities offered by the platform 

Overlapping activities 
Dd/mm/yyyy 

Possible differences to our 
platform idea  

Missing activities that our 
platform could offer  

Overlapping of stakeholders 
 

Missing stakeholders 
 

Can we do better? 
 

If yes, why can we do better? 
If any  

If yes, how can we do better? 
 

Looking for collaboration? 

Interest for synergies with 
this initiative Yes/no 

What type of collaboration 
should we look for?  

What can this initiative offer 
to us?  

What can Clever Cities offer 
to them?  

List the main mutual interests 
 

Additional Notes  
…………………………… 

 So, do we finally need a new platform? 

First, on the basis of (1) the aims resulting from point 1 above list, (2) the knowledge of existing initiatives and 

stakeholders on the topic, (3) the resources and assets available at the local city level, list if and how your 

scopes are covered by existing initiatives, and at the same time specify pro and cons for implementing the new 

platform. With the table completed in templates 4.1, finally take a decision. 


